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Addendum

ANNEX II
Modifications in the List of Goods Allowed

to be Imported with BE

1. Additions

Pursuant to Decrees of the Minister of Trade numbers 128, 144, 186 of
September-December 1966 the following items should be added to the BE List
reproduced in BOP/73/Add.1.

Import tariff item number Description of goods

Non-consumer goods
2

3
6

118 - II b

Horned and wool-bearing animals only for new breeding

Pigs only for new breeding

Poultry eggs for incubations and chicks hatched
therefrom during transport

Ingredients in liquid for dry form, n.s.m., for
beverages, not composed of ethyl alcohol, such as
liquid concentrates, powders, crystals and tablets,
for the industrial manufacture of mineral waters
(not medicinal use), ginger beer, lemonades and
similar beverages, imported not packed, except
mentioned in item 118 - I

Only Virginia tobacco

Gypsum, burned, as well as ground (only for ceramic
industry)

121 - I a, b

126 - II

*English only/Anglias seulement
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143 Mineral wax and greases, n.s.m., such as paraffin,
purified or not, lamp wax, solid grease, vaseline
petroletum and the like, including artificial
vascline (solutions of ceresine in paraffin and
the like)

1. Indurated packed (nett. 1,200 grs.) or in tablet
form (200 grs.) petrolatuma idindur- edg ercase
not packed, not in tleiDt fmrL

II. 0eril
147 Hyogelrn, ogen, , niogeSLn,hlou.renc; suluriurc

_ drade, rice,; ece,yln_ otaer hil;r gasmp,eor=prossed
or in liouid eàre, uxmmer arannia

152 Glecorino, raw or purified
178 eney telutbbo ri!Don
181 - II b 2 l her ot1ir articles in tmbe nunbcr ifenot rcady

paints
289 mmingibe=r.ai lts anelede cortse, as wbll as oat

fonders aendellif bits
307- III e Othur articles clessifiçd under umberntua.',

- **-l. - exeludine old daiiy and weekly nowspapor and the
liko

310 Onlg transfer paper with a burnin& point of
750° to 800 °C

e12 - I e M4tal carbon papor
314 Paper for securities, coupons, cheques, and other

papor for vheetble documents, cut or in s1 ets,
whither or not printed oi having indications
thgroon, but not so far as havinC any monetary
valuu:

I.b forgnkenotes papcr iLprrthd .y/or ;ocrnmont
eI. Only paper eor socuriti-s, coupons, choqucs, and

ether paper for valuable docxicnts, cut or in
sgots 'u.t not printt. or havinE indications
thegreon, nbut neot, s far as havin lai rontary
valuc

Vc1vot plain coloured356 - I b 1
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356 - III Only cotton tape with cords and especially tape for
making typewriter/tabulating machine tapes

359 - Il Flax (linen), yarns or yarns of the products
mentioned in No. 357 or of paper, cellulose or
textilose,whether or not intermixed or mixed with
other natural vegetable fibres, such as cotton,
except weaving yarns

516 - I Gold, silver and platinum, in pieces, bars, cast
rods or in the form of grains, spongy, in powder
or dust formal, as well as waste, shavings, fillings,
gold and silver ashes and other residues from the
working of old, silver and platinum, (gold,
silver or platinum wareswhich, by reason of wear,
breakage or the like, are fit for further use only
as raw material). With permission of the
department/institution concerned

518 Apparatus, crucibles, reterts, blow pipes, plaited
wire war and other articles for laboratory use,
wholly or partly of precious metals, combined or
not with other materials, lighting arrestor
points

524 Only pig iron

540 Tubes for bicycle frames, aeroplane fuselages and
the like, excluding 5/8 inch to 1½ inch size

553 Nut and screw bolts, split bolts, rivets or
riveting nails, as well as other fixing bolts,
n.s.m., including those destined to fix down
roofing, completed or not; gudgeons and set
pins; nuts, clips, and locking washers or
locking-platvs, n.s.m., for bolts and rivet rings

561 Rust brushes, tree brushes and similar brushes for
implements, of iron wire

592 Irrigators, bed pans, spittoons, pus basins, arm
baths and similar articles used for the treatment
or care of tUc sick; disinfecting cups,
instrument sterilizers, dressing boxes and the
like; funnels and measures

618 - II Only slider top-stop, bottom-stop for zipper
industries
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632 - II Only aluminiumwire for industries
637 Only similar articles for stopping medicine bottles

and vials

672 - I b Other cutlery classified in thisnumber:

VII. Sheep shears, tailors scissors, tinsmiths'
shears, as well as similar scissors and shears,
n.s.m. for hand use, clearly recognizable as
working implement by their speccial arrangement

XII. Clippers, including these for animals, as well as
parts of these clippers (cutting plates, tension
springs, etc.) mechanically operated or not

711 Steam boilers (steam generators) and gas generators
for motive power, n.s.m.

712 Superheaters, preheaters, economizers, steam
condensers and all other similar machines and
apparatus n.s.m., with a heating or cooling
surface used as industrial or technical working
implements, including cooling towers

714 - I a 1 Only engines for trucks and jeeps also imported not
only by assembling industry

714 - II c 1 Propelling engines for motor boats, including
auxiliary engines

715 hydraulic machines (hydraulic wheeles, hydraulic
turbines, water pressure engines)

716 Engines (stationary or portable), driven by steam,
petroleum, petrol, oil, alcohol, etc., steam
tractors:

I. Steam tractors

Il. Other

717 Rollers and machines for road-making, driven by
steam, petroleum, petrol, oil, alcohol, etc., as
well as stone, breakers, tar boilors, tar sprayers
and other machines, apparatus and instruments
n.s.m., used for road-making and for the upkeep
of roads, as well as pneumatic tools for road-
making:

I. Rollers and machines for road-making driven by
steari, petroleum, petrol, oil, alcohol, etc.

Il. Other
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718 Purps and other devices or apparatus for raising
liquids; air and gas pumps, blowing machines,
section Machines, air and gas compressors, driven
mechanically, either directly by means of steam,
air, gas, etc., or in another manner, n.s.m.:

1. Pumps and other devices or apparatus for raising
liquids, driven mechanically

II. Other

719 Pumps and other devices or apparatus for raising
liquids, fitted to be driven byhuman or animal
power, n.s.m., elevators for water jets, also
hydraulic rams; mechanically-driven pumps,
clearly used for supplying water to houses,
hotels and the like

I. Watering engines, pumps for building purposes,
liquid manure pumps, food pumps for boilers
and other similar working implements

II. All other articles classified under this nuiber,
including, supports and cylindersfor pumps
workingdeep springs, air bulls for well pumps
and Norton points

720 Petrol and machine oil pumps for streets, auto-
mobile garages, automobile parks and the like

(for filling automobile tanks, etc.), as well
as air pumps and compressors clearly made for
inflating the tyres of automobiles and other
conveyances

721 Pumps combinations for autormatically supplying
water to dwellings and gardens, and for drawing
of liquid liquid manure cesspools,evenif electrically
driven

722 Centrifugal ventilater (exhausters) and holicoidal
ventilators worked by bolts, and all other
mechanically driven ventilators considered as
working implements with the exception of
electrically-driven ventilators
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723 Hoisting and lifting apparatus, as well as machines,
apparatus and instruments for sifting loads, such
as lifts, elevators, loading and unloading bridges,
hoisting and transport cranes (stationary,
travelling, overhead and cable cranes), brake and
clevator tracts (rem-en hijssporen), mountain
lifts, suspended, railways and similar
mechanically-driven transporting devices,
conveyors, coal conveyars, excavators, dredgers,
conveyor belts, screw and worm conveyors, shaking-
troughs, travelling winches (with or without
tackle), roller conveyors, ships' capstans, davits,
ships' winches, tackle, screw jacks, case hoists,
pulley locks and disks, pulleys, etc.

I. Hoisting and lifting apparatus as well as
Machines, apparatus for shifting loads not
fitted to be worked solely by human and animal
power, except apparatus clearly parts of ships

II. Othor
724 Weighing apparatus, excluding analytical scales

I. Automatic weighing apparatus used in all
industrial manufacturing processes and not
intended to be also used for other purposes,
as well as weigh-bridges

II. Only letter scales for the Post and Telecommuni-
cation Department

725 Disintergrators (stamping mills), hydraulic presses,
centrifugals, filter presses, as well as
mechanically-driven sifting and sorting devices,
n.s.m.

726 Machines for working stone or glass, as well as
wood, horn, bone, or other carving materials, even
if they are artificials, celluloid, etc., such as
steam compressed air, spring and other mechanically-
driven hammers, forging precess, rolling mills,
wire drawing and cutting, bolt cutting and nail
machines, lathes, machines for drilling, slotting,
bending, milling, sawing, spitting, dutting,
planning, smoothing, polishing, etc., for working
the products mentioned herein; riveting machines,
and apparatus n.s.m., for soldering and brazing
metals; hammers, drills, chisels, scruwdrivers,
engraving points and similar pneumatic or electric
tools
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728 Machines, apparatus and instruments for shelling,
fruit-stoning, defibering, peeling, skinning,
cleaning, washing, polishing, smoothing, sorting,
drying, etc., agricultural products, in order to
prepare them for the hulling, and polishing of
rice, coffee pulpers, cleaners, hullers and
sorters, coffee and rubber centrifugals, rubber
calendars, tea rollers, coffee, rubber, tea and
cinchona dryers, defibres, machines for cleaning
kapok, etc., n.s.m.:

I. Apparatus and instruments for tea and rubber
manufactures and for rice hullers

II. Other
729 Rice hullers and maize shellers, fitted to be

solely worked by hand, weighing less than
50 kilogrammes per piece

730 Soilers for cattle (boilers for cooking food for
animals, provided with a heating device), auto-
matic drinking devices, mechanical milkers;
mechanical breeders and other mechanically-
working instruments, n.s.m. ior rearing cattle
and chicks

731 - II Cream separators, churns, butter kneaders, curd
mills, curd mixers and separators, as well as
cheese presses and similar dairy machines and
apparatus, n.s.m., weighing more than 20 kgs.

732 Grindin- machiness, apparatus and devices; machines,
apparatus and devices, n.s.m. used for squeezing
or trituratiig (grinding, rasping, shredding, etc.)
vegetable products in order to extract sugar,
fecula fats, oils. juices, alkaloids, resins,
tannin and dyeing matter and similar products,
Such as sugar cane mills, copra cutting machines,
oil and fruit presses, tapioca graters, sereh
cutting machines, etc.:

I. Articles fitted to be worked solely by hand, and
weighing less than 50 kilogrammes

II. Other
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733 Machines, apparatus and devices used for
slaughtering and skinning cattle, and for working
hides and skins, n.s.m.

734 Machines and looms for weaving, used in the textile
industry, that is all machines, apparatus and
devices, n.s.m.,for working raw or artificial
textile fibres up to and including the finished
product. including shoddy makers, machines,
apparatus and implements n .s.m. for the manufacture
of artificial textile fibres (artificial silk,
etc.), and machines for the manufacture of
cordage

735 Machines, apparatus and devices for the preparation
of paper fibres (wood pulp, etc.) and paper pulp,
as well as paper and paperboard, n.s.m.

736 Machines, apparatus and devices, n.s.m. including
gold-washing and prospectors pans, for
prospecting the soil in order to ascertain the
presence of mineral products petroleum, ores,
coal, etc., including water), or to work them;
concentrating, purifying or sorting worked
mineral substances and for other work of this
kind connected with the mining industry;
machines, apparatus and devices for the production
of metals and other products and substances
extracted from mineral materials, n.s.m.:

I. Machines, apparatus and devices for the
preparation of petroleum or for proceedings in
the mining industry

II. Other

737 Machines, apparatus and devices, n.s.m. for the
manufacture of pottery, glass and glassware,
including, glass blowers' sticks; machines,
apparatus and devices, n.s.m for preparing lime,
plaster, cement.nd such objects as bricks,
tiles, roofing; tiles and the like, of these or of
cther material

738 Machines, apparatus and devices for the preparation
of flour paste products (paste-mixing, kneading;
pressing, dividing and cutting machines and like
Machines, apparatus and devices)
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oI goodsariff item number - -Dscrption bf,`od0s

738- I , Articles fitted to be driven solely by hand5
wei&hinL less than 50 kilogrammes

II Other

739 n EvaporatinE, and refrigeratigg apparatus, cooking-
and melting vats, Loilers for raw materials (raw
ketels) and brewers' boilers, distilling,
extractin-, diffusin; and rectifying apparatus,
-.S.I. for subjectini naterials ta a physical or
chemical process or working:

I. Clearly destined to ie directly for production
purposes in suDar works, alcohol and cther
distilleries, scent and pharraceutical products,
factories and other industrial cstablisLments

~~~~~~Ii.Othur, n.s.m.

m40 Machines for dividin:, cutting, crushing, rixing,
stiring and grinding soap, as well as soap
presses and othlr machines and apparatus used in
soap works for c;an&inC crude soap into soap
rcady for use

741 m Stationary a-paratus, devices and groups, n.s.z.
for the industrial manufacture and fer the
distribution of Eas (acetylene, acrogane cnd
other cases) for lightin; heating and cooking
purposes; gas inerators for autcgncs wo1cein
and cuttin- apparatus

74m nu Èàchines, apparatus and devices for the iaufacture
of toQCc products:

II. Other, such as iuiicfor chopping, cuttin- and
mid-rib stripping tobacco, iaacines for the
industrial ranifacturc of cigarettes, etc

743 g Mincral water .aciines for prcparinz, waters per
bottle or iar

744 e e Ice-makin% and refri-eratinr Lachincs for freczing
wator cnd for cooling th, air in freezing and
refrigeratingchs bors, in so far as thiy arc not
included in Lollowiig nurier

746e n. .m.: Bakers' ovens and other industrial avens .s

I. 3ers' ovens

II. Other
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747 Apparatus and devices for heating steam boilers and
industrial ovens, n.s.m.; apparatus and devices
n.s.m. for keeping industrial working instruments
in working order such as automatic cleaners for
steam boilers

743 Apparatus and devices, n.s.m. for heating, purifying
or humidifying air, in order to use it in dryers,
fernentingrooms, factories and similar industrial
establishments; apparatus and devices for
purifying factory gases and the Iike, or for
purifying and cooling refrigerating air for dynamos
and similar machines

749 Centrifugals and other devices for mechanically
purifying used machine oil; separators for water
mixed with oil (apparatus for recuperating machine
oil from oil and condensation water escaping from
steam pipes and the like, apparatus for purifying
feeding water for boilers)

750 Machines, apparatus and devices used for building
purposes, n.s.m. such as ramming machines,
concrete-mixing, etc., paint grinders and other
machines and apparatus for mixing paint

751 Forges, provided or not with water tanks, as well
as parts of forges, such as hearths; furnace
openings, bellows and rabbles or forge moulds;
apparatus and devices for tempering tools,
machines parts and the like

752 Machines, apparatus and devices for cleaning,
pasteurizing and closing (including capsuling,
labelling and wire-binding), bottles, tins,
receptacles, bags and other packing means
(including chains for rinsing receptacles,
cleaning bottles, but not sewing machines);
machines and apparatus for filling bottles,
sacks, receptacles and boxes, and similar
machines and apparatus for automatically putting
up a fixed quantity of goods into packages;
bale-presses
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755 - I b Machines and apparatus for knitting and fine
darning including magic weavers and similar
articles weighing more than 3 kilogrammes

- II b Other machines including sewing machines for
household use in completely knocked-down condition,
also if not as complete units (imported not only
by assembling industries)

756 Printing machines and apparatus, such as presses for
printing, books, type and line-settinnmachines,
ruling machines, stereotype machines, matrix
calenders; apparatus for melting,type, glazing
presses, goffering and graining calenders, inking
machines, etc., cutting, marking, punching,
fastening and folding machines, stamping and
gilding presses, as well as similar machines and
apparatus for manufacture of folding boxes and
other packing mediums of paperboard and book-
binding machines, all these articles in so far as
they do not come under the following two numbers
and are neither mentioned norincluded elsewhere

757 Addressing machines and other apparatus and devices
for printing, stamping, numberingand paging,
including numbers and other stamp, multigraphs
and similar mechanically working articles all
those articles weighing 100 kilogrammes or less
machines for sticking labels and similar sticking
machines n.s.m. paper, paperboard and other
fastening machines of the same type, as wellas
machines for perforating and stamping paper -

all these articles weighing 5 kilogrammes or less

758 Duplicators, duplicating-presses, copying presses,
hectographs, polygraphs,multicopiers and other
machines and apparatus for mainfolding hand or
type-script texts, weighing 100 kilogrammes or
less; all kinds of cylinders and refills cut to
measure for these machines and apparatus, imported
separately, even if for heavier machines, and
apparatus

759 Machines for stamping the date on railway and
tramway tickets
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760 Machines for pre-payin postage and for sticking
postage-stamps; cheque protectors and
perforator apparatus for dampin gummed bands
for packing purposes; machines for making
addressing matrices; apparatus for making
inscriptions by means of stencil paper distribu-
ting machincs

761 Typewriters, n.s.m.; accountancy machines;
calculating machines and instruments, as well as
slide rules and scaled rulers, calculating. watches
and similar working, instruments; cash registers
and other automatic apparatus for cash checking
purposes, machines for counting and sorting
money; machines and apparatus used for selling
entrance tickets, or for paying salaries, and
other similar working instruments, n.s.m. such
as those mentioned in this number, for office or
establishments; mechanism, chassis scales, keys,
type bars, carriages, cylinder, paper guides and
similar articles generally used with the machines
and apparatus mentioned in this number

I. Typewriters, n.s.m. accountancy machines,
statistic machines calculating machines, cash
registers and other automatic apparatus for
cash checking ,purposes as well as mechanisms,
chassis scales, keys, tube bars, paper guides
and similar articles generally used with the
machines and apparatus mentioned in this number

II. Other
762 Laundry machaines (machines for washing and

finishing, mangling ironing household and baby
linen and the like), n.s.m.; machines for
pressing clothes and clothes presses (not
including trouser, tie and other similar presses
used as dressing accessories), pleatingmachines

766 I a Hand and portable plant sprayers, supplied with a
tank of 2 litres or more capacity and with a
pump placed therein or fitted thereto, or working
automatically by means of compressed air, as well
as sprinkling apparatus, operating automatically
or not, weighingmore than 1 kilogramme each
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766 - II Syringes, watering, sprinkling and vaporizing
apparatus, used for the care of flowers and plants
for driving off or destroying insects or parasites
and for similar purposes, including watering cans,
but excluding garden watering pumps, classified
under this number except mentioned in
766 - I a, b. c

767 Hand syringes for greasing machines and other
instruments and apparatus; paint guns and other
working syringes, operating automatically by
means of compressed air, as well as the
corresponding devices which supply the motive
power, (air compressors, etc.)

768 Disinfecting ovens, as well as other disinfecting
devices and apparatus; rat destroying devices
(Clayton devices and the like)

769 Steering gear for boats, as well as other machines,
apparatus and devices, n.s.m., which forming a
part or accessories of ships, cannot be used for
another purpose

776- I Hydrokineters, stean. blowers (barboteurs) and
similar steam j t apparatus for heating liquids,
used exclusively or principally for industrial
purposes, such as steam blowers (barboteurs)
specially used for heating sugar cane juice in
sugar works

777 Small laboratory grinders for sugar cane and
laboratory air pumps; centrifugals for
experiments; other similar apparatus and
devices, n.s.m.. used for experimental work in
laboratories; apparatus and devices for
examining samples of rice and the like

778- I Machines, apparatus and devices, n.s.m., clearly
for industry
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786 - I Dynamos (generators), electrostatic machines and
other machines, apparatus and devices used for
generating electricity; electric motors and
converters (converters being deemed to include
transformers, rectifiers and other machines,
apparatus and devices used for similar purposes
as, converters) - all these articles in so far
as they are not mentioned or included elsewhere,
weighing 5 kilogrammes or less

-II Weighing,more than 5 kilogrammes
788 Accumulators for miners' lamps
791 Telegraphic apparatus (apparatus for telegraphic

communication)
I.. Radio-telegraphic apparatus (for transmitting

photographs over distances and other), as well
as parts ard accessories thereof.
Duty similar as on radio-telephone articles
(No. 792)

II. Other, and switching devices used with them,as
well as parts of all these articles, such as
Morse apparatus, Hughes apparatus, relays,
sounding relays, plug commutators, telegraph
switches, galvanometers, paper-roll supports,
pedals and the like

792 All kinds of telephone apparatus, as well as radio-
telephone apparatus, including television and
visio-telephone apparatus, as well as tele-
graphones, audiophones and similar apparatus and
devices for photographing sound; parts and
accessories, n.s.m. of all these articles, such
as wall and table telephones, headphones, micro-
phones, micro-telephones, number-dials, telephone
contact breaker plants, automatic or not and
parts thereof, Pupin coils and similar devices,
amplifiers, used with radio-telephone apparatus,
honeycomb coils rectifiers, transfermers, plate
tension apparatus, self-inductors, condensors,
sieve-rings, contact breakers, spark reducing
strips, variometers, potentionmeters, frame
aerial and aerial insulators, safety devices
with rare gases and with incandescent wire,
direction-finding apparatus, batteries, n.s.m.
and the like
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792 (cont'd) I. Radio/television receiving sets in c.k.d. form;
also imported not by assembling industries

IV. Other, except those mentioned in
item 792 - II - III

793 Telewriters, transcribers, long-distance
typewriting machines and similar apparatus for
electrically transmitting by signs any
communication in the same manner as conversations
take place by this means; dictaphones and
similar office machines

796 Electrical apparatus and instruments which auto-
matically announce too high a temperature in
dryers and drying stoves, or too high a pressure
or too low a water boil in steam boilers, as well
as similar apparatus and devices having the
characteristics of working instruments, also
their indicators, receivers and the like,
including electrical signals for mining, fire
alarms and other instruments beloning tofire
alarm, telegraphic apparatus

797 Electrical signalling and safety apparatus for
railways and tramways, such as electric signal
bells, electrical apparatus and devices for
blocking and braking trains an' for point and
signal services, commutator devices used with
them and parts of all these objects, such as
electrical fastenings, rail contacts, electrical
points and the like

799 Electrical apparatus and devices for regulating
clocks and for indicatinL the time, not
including the actual clocks; electrical chimes
for turret clocks, electrical apparatus and
devices for road traffic-control, for the service
of landing signals and landing lights of
aerodromes and for safety indications at bridges,
locks, etc.
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778 - I (cont'd) I. Electrical apparatus and devices for round traffic-

control, for the service of landing signals
and landing lights of aerodromes and for safety
indications at `bridges, locks, etc.

II. Others

800 Electric motors, accumulators and petrol-electric
groups and the like, destined on account of their
structure, to be user for propelling railway and
tramway rolling stock, etc.; dynamos and
accumulators for lighting trains; electrical
apparatus and devices destined to be used with
railway and tramway rolling stock for conveying
current, regulating current, driving and braking
carriages (trolley and bow collectors, control
apparatus, commutator electro-magnets and brake
electro-magnets, and which clearly belong to any
of these objects

801 Electric moters and accumulators used for
propelling vehicles not running on rails;
electric motors, accumulators, starting
batteries, dynamos and other electric machines,
apparatus and devices, n.s.m. destined to be used
with such vehicles for supplying and regulating
the electric currant necessary for starting,
lighting and signalling; articles clearly
belonging ta any of these objects, including
cable sets used for the above-mentioned vehicles

II. Other, with the exception of accumulator
accessories mentioned in No. 825

802 Turbo-generators, steam-dynames and other similar
units consisting of a driving machine coupled
directly to a dynamo, n.s.rm.

802 - II Electric units used in houses, hotels and the
like, in order to supply their own electricity
requirements for lighting and heating purposes
or for motive power (house power plants, etc.);
portable electric units for projectors, flood-
lighting grounds, etc.; more than 5 K.V.A.
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804 - II Wall or ringfans with ring and blades of
galvanized or tinned iron, as well as centri-
fugal and other fans used clearly as working
instruments for industrial or technical purposes

805 Electrochemical apparatus and devices
apparatuss and devices used, by electrochemical
means, for plating objects with metal, manufact-
uring metals, preparing oxygen, hydrogen, ozone,
chlorine, compositions of nitrogen, calcium
carbide and other chemicals, for bleaching
products and subsinces, and for similar
processes)

806 Ozone plants for purifying drinking water.

807 Electric melting furnaces and cutting, soldering
and brazing sets; electric apparatus for
removing dust fron glasses; devices for
charging accumulators on a large scale and
electrical working instruments n.s.m. other
than the aforementioned, used for industrial or
technical purposes

812 - I Electric apparatus and devices, n.s.m. clearly
for industry

831 All kinds of locomotives, with or without tenders,
locotractors; vehicles for the conveyance of
passengers and food, with or without their own
motive power (rail rotor cars,motor wagons,
etc.); working and repair wagons; inspection
vehicles; trolleys and all other rolling stock,
such as lower and upper frames, pairs of wheels,
tyres, axles, hubs and centres for wheels, grease
boxes, axle boxes, suspension springs, brakes
and parts thereof, haulage and shock; devices
(buffers, buffer springs, couplings, screw
couplings, etc.)

Cycles not having their own motive power, even if
not quite complete, and fitted or not for the
conveyance of goods, invalids or the wounded,
imported in completely knocked down condition
(CKD) also imported not by assembling industries
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841 - II a Vehicles for used other than conveyance of people,
such as for commercial, industrial and agricultur-
al uses and for conveying loads, etc; only built
to be used in industrial or agricultural concerns
for specified purposes connected with the product-
ion, such as malt and latex cars

844 Aeroplances and other heavier than air apparatus.

846 - I Sea-going vessels not included in sub section II,
III below; docked vessels destined, owing to their
structure, to be exclusively or principally used
for sea service, are regarded as sea-going vessels

III. Dredgers, and suction dredgers, floating elevators,
cranes, derricks, bunkers, drydock and similar
floating working equipment and workshops,
including fire-floats; steam vessels not included
under sub-sections I or II; loading boats of
iron (steel) wood or concrete and made from
other materials

IV. Only pontoons

848 Instruments for medical or surgical examination
(such as mouth, throat, nose, ear and eye mirrors;
cystoscopes, stethoscopes, hemodynamometers and
Röntgen apparatus for: medical photography and for
radioscopy, including eyeglass cabinets); Instru-
ments and apparatus n.s.m. for lighting, light
baths, heating electrization or massage, used
exclusively or principally in medical, surgical
or veterinary practice, as well as their electrodes
and the like; supports, tables and other devices
for medical radiographic, radioscopic and radio-
therapeutical installations, as well as parts of
these devices, such as their radioscopic screens
and boxes classified under this number.

849 Examination and operating tables and chairs,
instrument and dressing tables, as well as similar
furniture for medical or surgical use, n.s.m.;
dissecting tables and tables for corpses; leg
holders and pelvis supports, as well as similar
articles used for operations and splints
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Import tariff item number Description of goods

850 Orthopaedic appliances (appliances for correcting
body deformities, hernias, etc.); artificial
limbs; trusses; leg straighteners; crutches
for the crippled and lame; soles for flat feet
and arch supports; dentiphones, ear trumpets
and other apparatus for persons hard of hearing;
antiphones and other similar articles to be worn
on the body for deadening sounds; oxygen masks
and all other articles, n.s.m., used for pro-
tecting the body from noxious substances or rays;
apparatus n.s.m. for administering medicine and
for nursing the sick, including radium cups,
radium compresses and the like; instruments. for
restoring to consciousness of drowsing and fainting
persons - all these articles including charges for
masks, radium cups and the like

851 Analytical balances, including their corresponding
cabinets and boxes and weights imported with such
balances

855 Cyclometers, pedometers, speedometers, pacerecorders,
tachometers, taximeters and other similar instru-
ments for revolution, walking speed, speed and
distance records, used on vehicles, horse-riders
or pedestrians, indicating in some manner the
distance travelled or the fare payable for the
journey - al! these articles in so far as they
are neither mentioned nor included elsewhere

858 Liquid meters (aerometers, densimeters, alcohol-
meters, lactometers, etc.) combined or not with
thermometers, as well as sets composed of liquid
meters and thermometers, and whether or not with
a graduation glass or stemmed glass and other
similar accessories

860 - III Other barometers and hydrometers including
recording barometers or barographs, as well as
the corresponding thermometers imported with
them

864 Drawing apparatus and machines pantographss,
parallelographs. etc.): photogravure apparatus

Spirit levels, n.s.m.(waterpas)868
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874 Astronomical telescopes (ordinary telescopes,
meridian and equatorial telescopes)

875 - I Cameras; specially constructed for scientific
research purposes (apparatus for astro and
microphotography as weil as similar apparatus)
or for photography or phototachometry

Il Others, fitted for the production of cinema films;
only with a width of 35 millimeters and a length
of 120 meters or more

877 Projection apparatus and apparatus for reproducing
photographed or synthatic music or other sounds:

- I Projection apparatus specially constructed for
scientific demonstrations or observations
(microscopic, apidiascopic and similar projection
apparatus)

- II Appliances for projecting sound and/or other films
(only over 35 millimeters or more in width)

880 Only field and marine spy-glasses
884 Demonstration instruments for teaching physics,

chemistry and mechanics
887 Parts of instruments and apparatus classified under

this chapter, including stands, chests, cases,
bags and the like, n.s.m.

-I Clearly belonging to specified instruments or
apparatus, dutiable as such instruments or
apparatus

894 Clock movements for recording apparatus and other
clock movements performing certain action in
instruments, apparatus or devices, as well as
parts thereof, n.s.m.

- I. Clearly belonging to instruments, apparatus or
devices, dutiable as such instruments, apparatus
and devices

908 II a Cellophane paper

II b Only polyetelene paper for fertilizer industries
III b Only fishing-lines, fishing-nets, bristle wires of

4o-and 60cm length for tooth brush industry;
corrugated plastic sheets for government projects
and false teeth, dentures composed of these teeth.
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2. Deletions

Pursuant to the Decree of the Minister of Trade No. 87a of
14 August 1967 the following items should be deleted from the BE List.

Import tariff item number Description of goods

Consumer goods
12 -II a

109
167 - Il a

168 - III

236 - II

- III

310

375

471

507

687 - III

902 - I

Milk in powder form
Yeast, yeast powder, baking powder

Only anti-conceptional medicine with designation of
the Minister of Health

Hematogen, forsan, papton, plasma, sanatogen,
sematose, sesob, tropon and other similar products,
entirely or partly prepared by a chemical prccess
with blood, casein or other albumïnoid substances,
neat or milk and used for foodstuffs or tonics,
isolated vitamins, insulin as well as allother
chemical preparations having the same use as
the foodstuffs and tonics Mentioned above in
so far as they do not come under another number
(with the permission of the Departmert of Health)

Articles for medical use, hygienic, sanitary and
hydrophatic, with designation by the Department
of Health

Others, exceptmentioned inthe item 236 - I - lI

Other articles classified under this number,
excluding transfer paper with a burning point
of 750'C to 800C

Only mantles for Petromax lamps .made of nylon/
rayon.

False teeth of porcelain, enamel or similar
material, dentures composed of these teeth

Glass eyes

Only Petromax lamps
Firearms, n.s.m. (including duck-guns, cannons and

mortars for firing at festivities and for
signalling purposes, as well as similar
articles) and other arms n.s.m. as well as parts
and accessories thereof, n.s.m.; imported by
or on the account of the State
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Import tariff item number Description of goods

324 I Sports requisites and apparatus, athletic, fencing
and gymnastic requisites, devices and appliances
such as dumb-bells, clubs, disusees throwing
weights, throwing hammers and javelinse jumping
poles, relay batons, punch-balIs,feneing spears
and sabres, parallel bars, vaulting (large and
small), horizontal bars, trapezes, rings and the
like for gymnastics, including sculling or rowing
appliances for indoor training, apparatus for
developing the muscles, and other such devices
and appliances for physical culture and devices
for improving the health (except the orthopaedic
apparatus in No. 850), including parts and
accessories, n.s.m of all these articles: such
as blades for spears and sabres, rubber tips for
blunting foils, fencing pads, gloves and masks,
boxing gloves, etc.

173 - I b Unexposed cinematograph films and cinematograph
film used for projection, in bands of 16 mm.
and less in width

225 Rubber, gutta-percha, balata and similar products,
whether they be natural (raw or purified) or
artificial or reclaimed or be substitutes for
rubber such as imitations (factis), in plates,
blocks, bails, cakes, ribbed or non-ribbed sheets,
grained or not, and the like, not subsequently
workedd or prepared for any use, but visibly
intended to undergo another industrial process
before being put on the marketet as rubber articles,
etc.; latex; hardened rubber in unworked
blocks or in powder, as well as old objects, waste,
and residues fror. working - all these articles
solely intended for reclaiming purposes

542 Iron bridges and wharves, and parts thereof, such
as superstructures, screw piles, screwing sheets
and similar parts

543 - I - II Iron framework for structures, hangars or warc-
houses; gasometers for gas works, as well as
reservoirs and their corresponding armatures
(ladders, galleries, etc.); gangways, bridges
and other structural works for mechanical
transport devices

548 Lighting pcsts (such as are lamp posts) and other
posts, n.s.m; posts for street lamps

n.s.m. not separately mentioned

- 8


